Anoto and Cima NanoTech Collaborate to Create Anoto Enabled Touch Systems
Relationship Brings Together Leadership in Precision Pen and Multi-touch Display
Technologies as Anoto Expands Portfolio of Multi-surface Precision Writing and Drawing
Solutions
LUND, Sweden & Singapore - February 8th, 2016 – Anoto Group AB and Cima NanoTech
today announced a collaborative agreement that will combine Anoto’s digital pen
technology with Cima NanoTech’s SANTE technology for large format displays. The
collaboration will focus on the integration of Anoto’s patented dot pattern into the SANTE®
ProTouch projected capacitive touch module to create and offer Anoto Enabled Touch
Systems. This initiative brings together Anoto’s leadership in multi-surface precision pen
input technology with Cima NanoTech’s innovation in multi-touch display technology,
sharing ambitions for market leadership in large format interactive displays through
cooperative marketing, business development, sales and technical development initiatives.
“Anoto is laying the groundwork to address core demand for seamless digital input,
collaboration, and productivity across all potential writing surfaces,” said Stein Revelsby,
CEO of Anoto. “This collaboration with Cima NanoTech fits perfectly into our product
portfolio for high-precision touch screen displays from 40-inches and up that work
seamlessly with our digital writing instruments.”
Cima NanoTech’s SANTE® self-assembling nanoparticle technology is a conductive coating
that forms a random mesh-like network, enabling ultra responsive large touch screen
displays ideal for a variety of applications such as interactive digital signage, kiosks, vending
machines, tabletops and whiteboards. SANTE ProTouch module will support Anoto’s highprecision digital pen input to form the new Anoto Enabled Touch System, a powerful,
interactive, large format display solution for enhanced collaboration and productivity.
“Anoto-inspired creative solutions are a perfect complement to Cima NanoTech. As a
company we revel in pushing the boundaries of social experiences through touch, and the
integration of Anoto’s precision pen technology with our ultra responsive touch modules will
truly take creativity and collaboration to new levels,” said Jon Brodd, CEO, Cima NanoTech.
“We are excited that Anoto has chosen SANTE technology as the enabler of Anoto Live.”
A global leader in digital writing and drawing solutions, Anoto's technologies enable highprecision pen input on nearly any type of surface - from capturing and digitizing handwritten
notes and business forms on paper of any size to designing, creating and collaborating
directly on large interactive displays, whiteboards, and walls up to 24 feet. The alignment
with Cima strengthens Anoto’s portfolio with respect to large interactive displays, and
further solidifies the company’s leadership position in offering a comprehensive, multi-

surface, precision writing and drawing solutions for use by individuals, teams and
organizations.
Cima NanoTech and Anoto will both be exhibiting at Integrated Systems Europe (ISE) taking
place in Amsterdam February 9-12. To learn more about the companies’ joint and individual
offerings visit their booths:
Anoto – Hall 9, Booth C100
Cima NanoTech – Hall 8, Booth N326
For further information, please contact:
Stein Revelsby, CEO Anoto Group AB, tel. +46 (0)733 45 12 05
Anoto Group AB (publ), org. nr. 556532-3929,
Mobilvägen 10,
SE- 223 62 Lund
Tel. +46 46 540 12 00
www.anoto.com
About Anoto Group AB
Anoto is a global leader in digital writing and drawing solutions. Its technology platform and
branded products enable high-precision pen or stylus input on nearly any surface --- from
capturing and digitizing handwritten notes and business forms on paper to designing,
creating and collaborating directly on large interactive displays, whiteboards, and walls up to
24 feet. Anoto, its strategic licensing partners, and developer community offer a broad
portfolio of products, applications and services to business, consumer and education
markets, including best-in-class digital note-taking, creative solutions, collaborative
solutions, classroom learning solutions, and document processing & management. The
Anoto Group has over 150 employees and is headquartered in Lund (Sweden), with offices in
Norrköping (Sweden), Basingstoke, Guildford and Wetherby (UK), Los Angeles, San
Francisco, and Boston (US) and Tokyo (Japan). Anoto’s Livescribe brand is the leading maker
of smartpens, which bring notes, words, & ideas to life by connecting pen & paper to the
digital world. Anoto is traded on the Small Cap list of NASDAQ OMX Stockholm under ANOT.
For more information about Anoto or Livescribe, please visit www.anoto.com
Follow Anoto on Twitter at: @anoto
About Cima NanoTech
Cima NanoTech develops and manufactures high performance, next-generation transparent
conductive film solutions based on its proprietary SANTE® self-assembling nanoparticle
technology. This unique technology is rapidly being commercialized with key partners to
enable new products for a multitude of markets and applications, including ultra responsive
large format touch screens, transparent antennas for the Internet of Things (IoT) and other
applications, transparent EMI shielding and more. Cima Touch is a subsidiary of Cima
NanoTech, formed through a joint venture with Foxconn, that focuses on selling, marketing
and supporting solutions for large format projected capacitive touch screens with screen
sizes from 32” to over 85”.

For more information, please visit www.cimananotech.com.
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